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IQAX Proforma 
Report 
Frequent sailing schedule changes, tight vessel
capacity, port congestion, fluctuating rates and
unpredictable schedule delays present a huge
challenge to NVOCCs in their daily operations. On
top of that, ocean carriers’ increased service
adjustments to meet changing demand patterns
during the pandemic has added a layer of difficulty
for making informed decisions.

Obtaining comprehensive and updated carriers’
proforma schedules provides earlier insights to

upcoming schedules. The ability to plan with
confidence, to avoid last minute scrambling for
space, is crucial for profitable business operations
with an excellent customer experience.

Jumpstart Your Service Planning with 
Earlier Schedule Data

The IQAX Big Schedules Proforma Report provides
27 ocean carriers’ comprehensive service loop and
vessel deployment plans for nearly 3,000 services
for NVOCCs to plan house-level service offerings
and secure vessel space earlier with their carriers.

Rather than compile proforma schedules in
multiple formats from carriers directly, IQAX’s
weekly report allows you to save time obtaining,
consolidating and maintaining the reports. In
addition, IQAX detects vessel schedule changes to
pinpoint possible impacts to proforma schedules
and investigates the carriers’ proforma schedules
to ensure that reports are up-to-date.

Equip Your Team with a Complete Carrier 
Service and Vessel Report

Improve planning decisions 
with extensive service details 

Gain a competitive advantage by 
obtaining carrier service details, 
including port calls, transit times, 
and arrival and departure days, 
before they are published so that 
you can plan, secure space, and 
price services earlier.

Enhance agility with extended 
visibility to vessel assignments

Further improve your service 
offering planning and pricing 
considerations by knowing the 
number of allocated vessels, TEU 
capacity, and reefer plug capacity 
on each service loop

Eliminate manual effort and 
reduce data management 
resources with a weekly 
comprehensive proforma 
schedules report

Optimize your operations with 
higher productivity  
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